
BOURBON
(Due to allocations some spirits may not always be available)

EVAN WILLIAMS BOTTLED-IN-BOND $6

Bottled-in-Bond is aged under government supervision and meeting the exact requirements 
for B-in-B Bourbon. It has all the kick you expect but still goes down smooth.

EVAN WILLIAMS SINGLE BARREL VINTAGE $6

Each year our master distillers hand-select barrels for this special edition with
characteristics unique to that year.

EVAN WILLIAMS BOURBON 1783 (well) $5

Evan Williams Black is a smooth, easy to drink bourbon named after Evan 
Williams, who in 1783 opened Kentucky's first commercial distillery along the 
banks of the Ohio River.

ELIJAH CRAIG 18-YEAR-OLD SINGLE BARREL $25

Elijah Craig is some of the oldest single barrel bourbon in the world. Bottled solely 
from one barrel and hand-selected by our Master Distillers.

ELIJAH CRAIG BARREL PROOF (136 proof) $12

Uncut and straight from the barrel to your glass, this unfiltered bourbon preserves all 
the rich, natural flavors of the aging process.

ELIJAH CRAIG SMALL BATCH BOURBON $6

Elijah Craig is a true small batch premium bourbon sourced from 200 barrels or less.
This exceptional bourbon had the small batch distinction before the term even existed.

LARCENY KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON $7

Larceny carries on the tradition of Old Fitzgerald bourbons with wheat as the secondary 
grain instead of the traditional rye.

HENRY MCKENNA SINGLE BARREL 10YR $9

Henry McKenna Single Barrel is one of the longest aged Bottled-in-Bond single barrel 
bourbons. Voted 2019 “Best Whiskey” at the World Spirit Competition in San Francisco. 

BUFFALO TRACE $8

This deep amber whiskey has a complex aroma of vanilla, mint and molasses. Pleasantly 
sweet to the taste with notes of brown sugar and spice that gives way to the oak, tof-
fee, dark fruit and anis.

EAGLE RARE $10

This bourbon whiskey is masterfully crafted and carefully aged for no less than ten 
years. Every barrel is discriminately selected to offer consistent flavor but with seem-
ingly individual personality. 

STAGG JR. $12

George T. Stagg built the most dominant distillery of the 19th century during a time 
known as the Gilded Age of Bourbon. Uncut and unfiltered, this robust bourbon ages near-
ly a decade and boasts the bold character that is reminiscent of the man himself.



BLANTON’S $18

Colonel Blanton created his very special and limited supply of bourbon- his private 
reserve- hand-picked and stored in what is known as the famous Warehouse H. Although 
Colonel Blanton died in the spring of 1959, his legacy lives. Introduced in 1984, Blan-
ton’s bourbon was the first ever single barrel bourbon sold commercially.
 

REBEL YELL $6

Rebel Yell brand was created for Stitzel-Weller in the mid-1900s by Charles R. Farnsley 
around the 100th anniversary of the original Weller company with the idea of distilling 
it in limited batches. Distributed by Lux Row today, this wheated recipe continues to 
defy trends.

KNOB CREEK $9

Unflinching balance of deep old-style flavor with natural oak sweetness. A benchmark in 
bourbon. Patiently aged in white oak barrels for nine years and bottled at 100 proof.

KENTUCKY OWL CONFISCATED $25

In 1916, some 250,000 gallons of Kentucky Owl whiskey were confiscated by federal 
agents. More than a century later, the Kentucky Owl brand was revived in 2015 by Dixon 
Dedman the great-great grandson of founder C.M. Dedman.

JIM BEAM $5

Elegant. Smooth. Refined. That’s what 4 years of aging in newly charred American white 
oak barrels does for Jim Beam bourbon.

BASIL HAYDEN $8

To preserve the subtle sophistication that makes it so shareable, Basil Hayden is aged 
to the perfect expression of its novel, spicy-sweet flavor profile.

PARKER’S HERITAGE 10 YEAR $23 

Parker’s Heritage Collection is part of Heaven Hill Distillery. The name of the brand 
honors the late Heaven Hill Master Distiller Parker Beam, who was diagnosed with Amy-
otrophic Lateral Sclerosis (also known as ALS or Lou Gehrig’s disease) in 2010. Each 
year of this collection, from 2013 to 2019, has together raised more than $1 million 
toward ALS research and patient care: Heaven Hill contributes a portion of the proceeds 
from the sale of each bottle. They will be doing the same thing with this 2020 edition.

MAKER’S MARK $7

Bill Samuels Sr. simply wanted a whiskey he would enjoy drinking. Never bitter or 
sharp, Maker’s Mark is made with soft, red winter wheat for a one-of-a-kind, full fla-
vored bourbon that’s easy to drink.

MAKER’S MARK 101 $8

The signature Maker’s Mark family recipe, but at a special 101 proof. For generations, 
special guests have sampled the signature whisky at a higher proof at the Maker’s Mark 
distillery. Through a new annual holiday release, this exclusive whisky will be avail-
able to share with special guests throughout the season.



MAKER’S MARK SPEICAL RELEASE (2020) $12

Second-annual limited release from the Maker’s Mark Wood Finishing Series is an utter-
ly unique bourbon that’s also a worthy tribute to the one-of-a-kind vanilla and cara-
mel taste notes that make our signature Maker’s Mark so distinctive. The result of two 
stave profiles (SE4xPR5) utilized together.

WOODFORD RESERVE $9

The art of making fine bourbon first took place on the site of the Woodford Reserve
Distillery in 1812. The perfect balanced taste of their Kentucky Straight Bourbon
Whiskey is comprised of more than 200 detectable flavor notes.

ANGEL’S ENVY KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON $10

Angel’s Envy is finished in port wine casks for an award-winning spirit. They guide each 
batch’s conditioning, blending their handcrafted bourbon in small batches of 8 to 10 
barrels at a time.

WILD TURKEY $5

Originally crafted by Eddie Russell as “Wild Turkey 81”, Wild Turkey is aged in Ameri-
can white oak barrels with the deepest, No. 4 “alligator” char. With notes of sweet va-
nilla, pear, and spices, this bourbon finishes with a flavor that is full and rich.

WILD TURKEY 101 $6

For more then 60 years, Master Distiller Jimmy Russell has been crafting Wild Turkey 
101 the right way. With a high rye content, this iconic bourbon is perfectly aged in 
American white oak barrels with the deepest char for more character.
 

E.H. TAYLOR SMALL BATCH $10

Colonel Edmund Haynes Taylor, Jr. is widely considered one of the founding fathers of 
the bourbon industry. He fought for the Bottled-in-Bond Act of 1897, nearly three de-
cades after he purchased what is now called Buffalo Trace Distillery. During his time, 
Taylor implemented several innovative methods still used today, including climate con-
trolled aging warehouses.

E.H. TAYLOLR SINGLE BARREL $15

Many of the barrels selected for the E.H. Taylor, Jr. Single Barrel is aged in Ware-
house C, which was built by Taylor in 1881 and proven to be an excellent aging ware-
house. Each barrel is hand-picked and Bottled-in-Bond at 100 proof to honor its name-
sake.

BULLEIT BOURBON $6

Bulleit Bourbon is inspired by the whiskey pioneered by Augustus Bulleit over 
150 years ago. The subtlety and complexity of this bourbon comes from its unique blend 
of rye, corn, and barley malt and pure Kentucky limestone filtered water.

BAKERS SINGLE BARREL $12.5

No two barrels of Baker’s are the same. Each is as unique as the man the bourbon is 
named for. Each barrel sits in its own unique place throughout Jim Beam’s rickhouses, 
patiently aging for a minimum of seven years.



OLD FORESTER 1920 PROHIBITION STYLE $12

The Volstead Act of 1920, which initiated Prohibition in the USA, granted permits to 
six distillers in Kentucky to continue to bottle bourbon for medicinal purposes. It is 
the only bourbon continuously sold by the same company before and after Prohibition. 
This style of bourbon at 115 proof represents the rich flavor profile it had 100 years 
ago.

FOUR ROSES SMALL BATCH $9

Four original bourbon recipes have been expertly selected by Master Distillers at the 
peak of maturation to create this mellow and perfectly balanced bourbon.

WELLER SPECIAL RESERVE $15

A wheated bourbon with a full-bodied flavor and a balanced palate. Old Weller bourbon is 
certianly a recongnizable member of Weller’s label.

LAWS WHISKEY HOUSE FOUR GRAINS BONDED (Colorado) $13

The first bonded bourbon in Colorado history. True to the Bottled-in-Bond Act of 
1897,this bourbon is at least 4 years old, a product of a single season and a single 
distiller and has been aged entirely in their federally bonded rickhouse.

WOODY CREEK $9 (Colorado)

Home to wild trout, gonzo writers, and masterfully distilled spirits as complex and 
surprising as the place they were born. Pull up a chair and take a slow, joyful sip of 
a one-of-a-kind award-winning spirit. 

1792 $10

Made from our signature “high rye” recipe and the marriage of select barrels carefully 
chosen by our Master Distiller. 1792 Bourbon has an expressive and elegant flavor pro-
file. Unmistakable spice mingles with sweet caramel and vanilla to create a bourbon that 
is incomparably brash and bold, yet smooth and balanced.

OLD SCOUT SINGLE BARREL BOURBON $7

A select, single barrel edition, Old Scout Single Barrel is bottled at a unique cask-
strength with each release reflecting the exact barrel proof of the distinct cask in 
which the whiskey was aged.

JEFFERSON OCEAN $16

Fully aged bourbon that is hyper-aged at Sea on ships that cross the Equator up to 4 
times, visit 5 Continents, and anchor at over 25 ports on an average sailing.

Rabbit Hole Heigold $12.5

Straight Bourbon Whiskey, made with a high percentage of imported German rye, pays 
tribute to an immigrant maker. Strong and bold, this offering honors Christian Heigold, 
a German stonecutter who settled in Louisville prior to 1850. Taken by the hope of this 
new land, he carved symbols of his patriotism on the facade of his now landmark home.

OLD ELK $14
A delicious wheated bourbon is something every whiskey lover should get their hands on.



WHISKEY
AMERICAN

JACK DANIEL’S OLD NO 7. $6

Mellowed and dropped through 10 feet of sugar maple charcoal, then matured in hand-
crafted barrels, this Tennessee favorite doesn’t follow a calendar. It’s ready when the 
tasters say it is. It’s just how Jack Daniel himself did it over a century ago and how 
they still do it today.

JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE FIRE $5

Tennessee Fire blends warm cinnamon liqueur with the bold character of Old No. 7.

ROCK TOWN ARKANSAS RYE $8

Rock Town Arkansas Rye is a premium small batch rye whiskey distilled, aged and
bottled at their distillery in Little Rock, Arkansas. They take pride in the fact that 
their rye grain is grown in southeast Arkansas.

BULLEIT  RYE $7

Bulleit Rye is an award-winning, straight rye whiskey with a character of unparalleled 
spice and complexity. Released in 2011, it continues to enjoy recognition as one of the 
highest quality ryes available.

KNOB CREEK RYE $7

Selected from the highest quality rye to create the World’s Best Rye 2016 IWSC
(2016 International Wine and Spirits Competition Best Rye Worldwide Whiskey).

BARRELL WHISKEY: INFINITE BARREL PROJECT $12

The Infinite Barrel Project is a whiskey geek’s infinity bottle on a larger scale. Ac-
cording to Barrell Craft Spirits, “The intent is to create an ever-changing whiskey 
blended from barrels of mature whisk(e)y. We began by selecting barrels for their flavor 
contribution and complexity and blending them in a larger single, or ‘Infinite’ vessel. 
At each bottling, we’ll remove a portion of that whiskey and replace it with other bar-
rels that will complement the remaining blend. We'll then repeat the process - bottling 
a portion and adding newly selected whiskeys each time.”

SAZERAC RYE $10

The one and only New Orleans original. Sazerac Rye dates back to the 1800s when
saloons and coffee houses started lining the streets of NOLA. It was at the Sazerac 
Coffeehouse on Royal where they served toddies with rye whiskey and Peychaud’s bitters. 
Just like that, the libation known as Sazerac became America’s first branded cocktail.

SEAGRAM’S 7 CROWN $5

7 Crown is an American icon with a rich heritage. A blended whiskey, Seagram’s 7 Crown 
is carefully blended and aged in an oak barrel. It has a smooth, sweet taste with a 
creamy, vanilla finish. 7&7 is a signature cocktail choice.

BASIL HAYDEN RYE $9

Basil Hayden’s  newest addition to the family is making a name for itself by becoming 
our first rye whiskey with this distinguished of an age statement.



BASIL HAYDEN CARIBBEAN RESEVERD $9.5
The limited-time offering features a blend of 8-year-old Kentucky Straight Rye Whiskey 
and 4-year-old Canadian Rye Whisky, which bring to life layers of flavor.

SCREWBALL $6

Peanut butter flavored whiskey. (It’s a stretch even calling this whiskey.)

CANADIAN
CROWN ROYAL $6

Crown Royal is the standard of excellence for Canadian whisky. Blended from 50 

full-bodied Canadian whiskies and matured to perfection.

IRISH
JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY $6

A blended Irish whiskey, triple distilled, twice as smooth, one of a kind. 

TULLAMORE DEW $6

Tripled distilled and patiently aged in a combination of ex-bourbon and sherry casks, 
this original blended Irish whiskey is known the world over for its smooth and gentle 
complexity. 

SCOTCH 
MACALLAN 12  $10

A single malt whisky matured exclusively in hand-picked sherry seasoned oak casks from 
Jerez for richness and complexity and aged 12 years. 

MACALLAN 18 $55

Highland, Scotland- Outstanding, complex Single Malt, matured at The Macallan distill-
ery for a minimum of 18 years in selected Sherry oak casks from Spain.

JOHNNIE WALKER RED $5

Pioneer blend that is Johnnie Walker, crafted from all four corners of Scotland, it 
crackles with spice and is bursting with vibrant smoky flavors.

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK $9

Johnnie Walker Black is the benchmark for all other deluxe blends. Created by using 
only whiskies aged for 12 years, it has an unmistakably smooth, deep character.

JOHNNIE WALKER CELEBRATORY limited release $15

As John Walker opened the doors to his grocery store two hundred years ago, we invite 
you to do the same when you drink this celebratory Scotch whisky blend to unveil the 
historic image of where our journey began.

DEWAR’S 12 $7

This full-bodied single malt is renowned for its rich notes of heather and honey fla-
vors.



DEWAR’S WHITE LABEL $5

The foundation stone of the Dewar’s brand is the White Label blend, which was first cre-
ated in 1899 in Aberfeldy, Scotland.

THE GLENLIVET 12 DOUBLE OAK $8

This classic malt is first matured in traditional oak before spending time in American 
oak casks which imparts notes of vanilla and gives the whisky its distinctive smooth-
ness.

GLENFIDDICH 12 $10

With a unique freshness from the same Highland spring used since 1887. Matured in
American oak and European sherry oak casks for at least 12 years. Creamy with a long, 
smooth and mellow finish.

BRANDY
E&J $5

This spirit is always a brandy fan favorite. With refreshing hints of apple, toasted 

oak and vanilla, it is perfect for sipping straight up or mixing.

TEQUILA 
HORNITOS (well) $5

Unforgettable bold, agave-forward taste, this silver tequila offers a smooth and lively 
experience.

PATRON SILVER $10

Silver is handcrafted from the finest 100% Weber Blue Agave and is carefully distilled 
in small batches at the Hacienda Patron Distillery in Jalisco, Mexico.

DON JULIO BLANCO $9

Using the finest blue agave plant and a time-honored distillation process, Don Julio
Blanco is tequila in its truest form.

CASAMIGOS REPOSADO $9

Unique flavor is the result of an 80-hour fermentation process, compared to the average 
48 hours. Longtime friends George Clooney, Rande Gerber and Mike Meldman love Casamigos 
on the rocks, by the shot, or at times, straight from the bottle. Tequila-filled nights 
with friends is how Casamigos was born. Casamigos was made just for them. They  worked 
on the creation of Casamigos with master distiller in Jalisco, Mexico for years, making 
Casamigos the smoothest tequila that doesn’t have to be covered up with salt or lime.

JOSE CUERVO GOLD $5

Cuervo is golden style joven tequila made from a blend of reposado (aged) and younger 

tequilas. Cuervo was the leading role in the invention of the margarita.

Dano’s Dangerous Blanco $9.5

A balance of aromas and taste derived from the slow and careful distillation process. 
Perfect for sipping or mixing.



Dano’s Dangerous Pineapple Japeleno $8

Made with fresh fruit, not flavors or extracts and our 100% agave Blanco Tequila, our 
Pineapple and Jalapeno Infusion is deliciously smooth! 

VODKA
ROCK TOWN VODKA (well) $5

Distilled six times from corn and filtered to be ultra smooth. Made right here in the 
Natural State.

TITO’S $6

Distilled six times from corn, crafted in  old-fashioned pot stills by America’s origi-
nal micro-distillery. Made deep in the heart of Texas.

NWA VODKA $5

Distilled from potatoes exactly five times using a fractional column distillation sys-
tem.

WHEATLEY $6

This spirit is crafted by Master Distiller Harlen Wheatley and his team at the Buffa-
lo Trace Distillery. Distilled ten times and triple-filtered, this artisanal vodka has a 
clean, crisp and fresh taste. Proudly made in Kentucky.

GREY GOOSE $7

Extraordinary vodka made from the finest ingredients, soft winter wheat and Gensac 

spring water. Proudly made in France.

GIN
NEW AMSTERDAM STRATUSPHERE LONDON DRY (well) $5 

A fresh twist on the juniper-forward styles of traditional dry gin. Stratusphere brings 
a perfect balance of juniper and citrus, rounded out with a smooth finish.

BLUECOAT $7

In celebration of our free-thinking revolutionaries, Philadelphia Distilling connects 
the rich history of 1776 to present day with Bluecoat American Dry Gin. The body of 
this gin is intensely smooth with a complex depth of flavors that reveal themselves as 
they permeate the palate.

TANQUERAY $6

Perfect balance of four botanicals.The same ingredients first used by Charles Tanqueray.

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE $7

World famous gin with its distinctive blue bottle. Every drop contains tem hand-select-
ed botanicals from exotic locations around the world.

HENDRICK’S $8

No other gin is made like Hendrick’s. They infuse their gin with the remarkable Bulgar-

ian Rosa Damascena and specially selected cucumbers from the finest producers.



RUM
CRUZAN WHITE (well) $5

White is a blend of rums aged one to four years in American oak casks. The light color 
is a distinct indication of its aging. Full-bodied taste and smooth.

CRUZAN DARK (well) $5

Dark is an exquisite blend of rums aged two to four years in charred oak cask. A 
smooth, medium-bodied aromatic taste with every slow sip.

BACARDI SUPERIOR $5

A light taste and unique balance meant that it can be mixed with light flavors such as 
mint and lime without dominating nor disappearing in them. Superior is light, crisp, 
and refreshing in many cocktails.

CAPTIAN MORGAN ORIGINAL SPICED RUM $5

Smooth and medium-bodied, this spiced rum is a blend of Caribbean rums. Its subtle 
notes of vanilla and caramel gives this classic rum its distinctive, flavorful finish.

MYERS’S DARK RUM $5

Myers’s rum uses only pure Jamaican molasses and is produced from continuous and pot 
still distillation and is then matured for up to four years in white oak barrels.

MALIBU $5

A best-selling Caribbean rum with natural coconut flavor and a smooth, sweet finish.

WINE
FLYING SOLO GRENACHE BLANC VIOGNIER (France) $6 | Bottle $22

The Flying Solo range flies in the face of convention, shunning international varieties 
in favour of the typical Mediterranean Grenache grape which forms its backbone, blended
with Syrah, Viognier or Cinsault. It celebrates the intrepid and daring ‘Aéropostale’
pilots of the 1920’s.

CANNYON OAKS CHARDONNAY OR CABERNET (California) $5 | Bottle $18  

Canyon Oaks prides itself on selecting the best grapes from the finest vineyards in Cal-
ifornia. Blends of wines from these select vineyards are married together by our Wine-
maker using only the very best for the final Cuvee.

REUNION MALBEC (Argentina) $7 | Bottle $ 26

This sustainably farmed, single vineyard estate wine is very expressive with ripe, 
fruity aromas of plum and cherry, as well as notes of chocolate. Soft and round on the 
palate with velvety and mature tannins; it has a well balanced and full-bodied finish.

PRISMA PINOT NOIR (Chile) $8 | Bottle $30

This hand-harvested, 100% Pinot Noir is blend of four clones produced from a single 
vineyard located in the Casablanca Valley. The granite soils and cool, coastal climate 
produce a fresh, vibrant and aromatic wine. It shows bright red fruit notes of straw-
berry and cherry, with an underlying hint of oak, that leads to a lifted mid-palate and 
smooth, velvety finish.



VIGNETTI DEL SOLE PINOT GRIGIO (Italy) $7 | Bottle $26

Vigneti del Sole Pinot Grigio is a white wine gem from the Veneto region of northeast 
Italy. In 1925, brothers Natale, Nicola, Riccardo and Umberto Pasqua moved from Puglia 
to Veneto and established their company, Vigneti del Sole, in Verona. Their philosophy, 
based on constant attention to quality in all aspects of viticulture and winemaking, 
carried over to the second generation of Pasqua brothers, Carlo, Giorgio and Umberto, 
who, along with their now grown sons and daughters, continue to run the prosperous wine 
company.

CORDIALS

Amaretto

Jägermeister

Midori Melon 

Peach Schnapps 

Apple Sour 

Kahlua

Carolan’s Irish Cream

Vermouth Sweet & Dry

Melon Midori

Blue Curacao

Godiva Chocolate 

Triple Sec 




